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Exact Solution of the Marchenko Equation 
Relevant to Inverse Scattering on the Line 

Comelis van der Mee* 
This paper presents explicit solutions of the Marchenko equation relevant to the solution of 
the inverse scattering problem of determining the real potential Q(x) in the I-D SChrOdinger 
equation on the line from the reflection coefficient R(k), which is assumed to be rational. The 
reflection coefficient is written in the form i C(k - iA)-1 B. State space methods are applied to 
solve the Marchenko equation, both without and with bound states. 

1 Introduction 

Consider the Schr6dinger equation 

(1.1) 1/I"(k,x)+k21/1(k,x) = Q(x)1/I(k,x), x eR, 

where R is the real line, the prime denotes the derivative with respect to the spatial 
coordinate x, k is the wavenumber, k2 is energy, and Q(x) is a real potential that 
is at least integrable on the line. Then the Jost solution from the left !l(k, x) and 
the Jost solution from the right /r(k, x) are the solutions of (1.1) satisfying the 
boundary conditions 

(1.2a) fi.(k,x) { 
eikx + 0(1), 

= _l_eikx + L(k) e-ikx + 0(1) 
T(k) T(k) , 

x ~ +00, 

x ~ -00, 

{
I 'k R(k)'k --e-I x + --el x + 0(1) x ~ +00 = T(k) T(k) , , 

e-ikx + 0(1), x ~ -00, 
(1.2b) /r(k, x) 

where 0 i= k e R, T(k) is the transmission coefficient and R(k) and L(k) are the 
reflection coefficients from the right and from the left, respectively. The scattering 
matrix S(k) is given by 

S(k) = , [ 
T(k) R(k)] 

L(k) T(k) 
keR. 

*This material is based on work supported by C.N .R., MURST, and a University of Cagliari Coor
dinated Research Project. 
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Apart from the scattering solutions, one should also consider the nontrivial
solutions of (1.1) that are square integrable on the real line, its so-called bound
state solutions. Such solutions occur at the values ofk in the open upper half-plane
C+ where the lost solutions from the left and from the right are linearly dependent.
When (l+Ix I)Q(x) is integrable, there are atmost finitely many such k, all ofwhich
are purely imaginary. Moreover, for such potentials the reflection and transmission
coefficients are continuous in k E R. For later use, let L~ (l) denote the set ofmea
surable functions f on the interval I such that II f IIt.q := II dx (1 + Ix I)q If (x) I
is finite.
The direct and inverse scattering theory for the SchrOdinger equation (1.1) has
been studied intensively [13, 15-18]. The inverse problem that one usually consid
ers, consists of the determination ofa real potential Q ELI (R) from the reflection
coefficient R(k), the bound state poles iKj of the transmission coefficient T(k),
and the bound state constants Cj = f,(iKj, x)/f/(iKj, x)(j = 1, ... ,N; N finite,
where there might not be any bound states). Necessary and sufficient conditions
to construct Q(x) from these data have been given in [15] for Q E L~(R) and in
[29] for Q E Ll (R). For quite general R(k), an inversion algorithm based on the
Marchenko integral equation was given by Faddeev [18] (see also [15, 16], and
[13], Chapter XVII). The unique solvability of the Marchenko integral equation
was proved in [16, 18], also when bound state information is incorporated.
When using the so-called Faddeev functions

m/(k, x) =e-
ikx ft(k, x),

one obtains the Riemann-Hilbert problem

nl,(k, x) = eikx f,(k, x),

[

m/(-k, x) ] [ T(k)

m,(-k, x) - _L(k)e-2ikx

(1.3)

_R(k)e
2ikx

] [m'(k, x) ] ,

T(k) m/(k, x)
k E R.

Since there exist integrable functions B/ (x, '), B, (x, '), Rand i such that

m/(k, x) 1+i OO

dy e
iky

B/(x, Y), m,(k, x) = 1+i OO

dy e
iky B,(x, y);

R(k) = i: dz e-
ikz

R(z), L(k) =L:dz e-
ikz

i(z),

when Q E Ll(R) [15], one can, by Fourier transformation and some calculus of
residues, convert the Riemann-Hilbert problem (1.3) into the Marchenko integral
equations

(1.4a)
B/(x, y) +i oo

dz S/(2x + y + z)B/(x, z)

= -S/( 2x + y), Y > 0;
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Br(x,y)+ i oo

dzSr(-2x+y+z)Br(x,z)

= -Sr(-2x + y), y > O.
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Here S/ and Sr coincide with Rand i, respectively, when there are no bound
states. Otherwise

N
S/(z) = R(z) - i L tjcje-KjZ

,

j=1

N
A A L tjSr(Z) = L(z) - i _e-KjZ ,

c·j=l ]

(1.8)

where iKI, ... , iKN are the poles of the transmission coefficient T(k), tl, ... , tN
are the residues of T(k) at these (simple) poles, and Cj = fr(iK j, x)/f/(iKj, x)
(j = 1, ,N) are the bound state constants. It can be shown that -itjcj > 0
(j = 1, ,N) [see Section 3; also [16]). The potential Q(x) is easily found
from the solution of either (1.4a) or (lAb), since we have

(1.5) B/(x, 0+) = ~ [00 dt Q(t), Br(x, 0+) = ~ IX dt Q(t).
2Jx 2 -00

Jump discontinuities in either of B/ (x, 0+) and Br (x, 0+) lead to Dirac delta func
tion terms in Q(x) and hence to an extension of the class of potentials considered.
Derivations of (1.4a) and (lAb) can be found in [13, 16].
The inverse scattering problem for rational reflection coefficients is easily solved

in an ad hoc way by computing B/(x, y) for x ~ 0 [Br(x, y) for x :s 0, respec
tively] from (1.3) using calculus of residues, where the values of m/ (k, x) at the
poles of R(k) in e+ when x ~ 0 [the values ofmr(k, x) at the poles of L(k) in e+
when x :s 0, respectively] follow by solving a linear system of equations (cf. [2]
and references therein). However, in this article we apply state space methods (see,
e.g., [9]) which allow us to derive explicit formulas for thet solution of the above
inverse scattering problem when R(k) is a rational function without real poles that
is real-valued for purely imaginary k, vanishes as k --+ 00, and satisfies IR(k)I < 1
for 0 f= k E Rand R (0) E [-1, 1). We then have the state space realization

(1.6) R(k) = i C(k - iA)-1B = i(k - iA)-1 {3, y),

where A is a real n x n matrix without imaginary eigenvalues, B is a real n x 1
matrix coinciding with the column vector {3, C is a real 1 x n matrix coinciding
with the row vector y T , and (', .) denotes the usual scalar product on en. Writing

(1.7) (k - iA)-1 = i100

dt e-ikt E(t; -A),
-00

the solution Q(x) of the inverse problem follows from the solution B/ (x, y) of the
Marchenko integral equation

B/(x, y) - i oo

dzCE(2x + y + z; -A)BB/(x, z)

= CE(2x + y; -A)B, y > 0,
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by means of the fonnula [cf. (1.5)]
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(1.9)

when there are no bound states. In fact, we shall prove the following theorem.

Theorem 1.1 Suppose there are no bound states. Then for x > 0 the unique
solution of (1.8) is given by

(1.10) B/(x, y) = CE(2x + y; -A)A(x)-I13,

and the potential Q(x) is given by

(1.11)

where

(1.12)

Q(x) 4CE(2x; -A)A(x)-1 AA(x)-l13

4(E(2x; -A)A(x)-l AA(x)-l {3, y),

A(x) = I - VE(2x; -A)

and

(1.13) v =100 du E(u; -A)13CE(u; -A).

When there are bound states, i.e., when T(k) has finitely many (simple) poles
at iKj with residue tj and bound state constant Cj with dj = -itjcj > 0 (j =
1, ... ,N), the Marchenko integral equation is given by (1.4a), where

N
(1.14) S/(z) = -CE(z; -A)13 +L djl?-KjZ = -CE(z; -,.1)B,

j=l

and A, BandCare the real (n +N) x (n +N), (n +N) x 1 and 1 x (n +N)
matrices given by

(1.15)
A = A $ diag (Kl, ... , KN),

C = [C 1 ... 1].

v T
B = [13 - dl ... - dN] ,

We also write fi = [{3 - dl ... - dNf and y= [y 1 ... If. We then have the
following theorem.

Theorem 1.2 For x > 0 the unique solution of the Marchenko equation (1.4a) is
given by
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and the potential Q(x) is given by

Q(x) = 4CE(2x; -A)A(x)-IAA(x)-IB

= 4(E(2x; -A)A(x)-1 AA(x)-1 /3, y),

where
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A(x) = 1- VE(2x; -A), v = i oo du E(u; -A)BCE(u; -A).

Since E (t; -A) is a so-called bisemigroup [10, 11] - we shall give its definition
below -, (1.8) is an integral equation with a separable kernel when x > 0, which
makes it trivial to solve. When x < 0, there are two approaches. The first is to
solve (lAb) for x < 0, where S,(z) is written as in (1.14) and which is an integral
equation with separable kernel. The other approach is to continue studying (1.8)
which leads to

B/(x, y) =CE(2x + y; -A)w(x), y> -2x,

forasuitablevectorw(x). Then forO < y < -2x, (1.8) is first written as a system
of integral equations for the vector with components B/(x, y) and B/(x, y) =
B/ (x, - 2x - y). Since this system has a so-called semi-separable kernel, it could in
principle be solved using the methods of [21], Chapter IX. Instead, we will reduce
this coupled set of integral equations to a linear system governed by a first order
linear differential equation and solve it by elementary means, yielding Q(x) for
x < °as the final result. This program will first be carried out if there are no bound
states (Section 2) and then when bound states are taken into account (Section 3).
The potential Q(x) will contain the additional term (limk~oo 2ikR(k))8(x) =
-2CB8(x) where 8(x) is the Dirac delta function [see (1.6), (1.8), and (1.9»); this
term vanishes if R(k) = 0(1/ k) as k --+ 00. Finally, in the Appendix we give a
concise proof of the unique solvability of the Marchenko integral equations.
The inverse problem for the SchrOdinger equation (1.1) on the half-line x E

(0, +00) has basically been solved in the 1950's [1, 17, 19, 20, 27,28]. This
problem consists of the determination of a real potential Q(x) from the spectral
function ofthe differential operator -(d2/dx 2) + Q(x) with Dirichlet boundary
condition at x = 0. In recent years state space methods have been used to derive
the exact solution of this problemwith rational spectral function and of the problem
of computing the potential from a rational scattering function. This was done for
the usual Schr6dinger equation [24] and for the so-called canonical differential
operators [3-7, 22, 23].
When the research leading to the present article was completed, the author
learned of the existence of [8], where the state space method is applied to the
inverse scattering problem for the n x n matrix Schr6dinger equation on the full line
with selfadjoint potential Q(x) and rational reflection coefficient R(k) = 0(1/ k)
as k --+ 00. In the present paper a different method is used to arrive at explicit
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solutions of the inverse problem. Our paper is not based on [34] (which is in turn
based on [35]), where the inverse scattering theory of the n x n matrix SchrOdinger
equation has not been fully developed. The articles [8, 34, 35] will be discussed
in more detail in a later publication.

2 Solution of the Inverse Problem without Bound States

In this paper we distinguish between the gen~ric and the exceptional case [15,18].
Generically !teO, x) and fr(O, x) are linearly independent and T(k) rv ick, k ~ 0
in e+, where 0 ::/= c E R. We then have

T(O) =0, R(O) = L(O) = -1.

In the so-called exceptional case these two functions are linearly dependent and
T(k) = T(O) + 0(1), k ~ 0 in e+, for some 0 ::/= T(O) E R ([15, 18] if
Q E Li(R); [26] if Q E Ll(R)). Thus the modulus of T(k) is known; the final
form of T (k) now depends on the presence of bound states or not.

A. Basic Concepts

LetA be an arbitrary real n x nmatrix without zero or imaginary eigenvalues and let
a (A) denote its set ofeigenvalues. Let r(+) and r(-) be positively oriented simple
Jordan contours in the right and left half-plane enclosing all of the eigenvalues of
A in the open right and left half-plane, respectively. Let p~+) and pt) be the
spectral projections of A corresponding to its eigenvalues in the right and left
half-plane, respectively. For 0 ::/= t E R we then define the bisemigroup generated
byAby

{

e-tA p(+) = _1_. [ e-tZ(z _ A)-l dz,
A 2Jrl Jr(+)

E(t; -A) =
_e-tAp(-) = __1_.)( e-tZ(z _ A)-l dz,

A 2Jrl r(-)

t>O

t < O.

Then (1.7) holds true. For later use, let .J~±) be the natural imbedding of the range

of p!i) into en and Jr~±) the unique operator from en onto the range of p~±) such
that .JJ)Jr;:) = P~±) .

B. Reflection and Transmission Coeffidents

Let R(k) be a rational function of k without real poles vanishing at infinity and
satisfying R(-k) = R(k) for k E R. Then there exist real matrices A (of size
n x n), B (of size n x 1 and thus representable as the column vector (3) and C (of
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size I x n and thus representable as the row vector yT) such that (1.6) holds. In
that case

A I /00 "kR(t) = - dk e' t R(k) = -CE(t; -A)B = - (E(t; -A)j3, y).
27f -00

We require n to be minimal. We put C± = C.J1±), A± = 7f!f) Aft) and
(±)

B± = 7fA B.
Since the scattering matrix S(k) is unitary for k E R, we now easily compute

IT(k)12 = T(k)T(-k) =1- i [C

Moreover,

0] [ k - iA i BC ] -I [ 0 ] .

o k + iA B

I I [ 0 ]-- - - I i C 0 k - i£ -I
IT(k)1 2 - T(k)T(-k) - + [ ]( ) B'

where

(2.1) £ = [A -BC ] .
BC -A

ThenM£M = -£ for M = [~ ~], so that the spectrum of£ is symmetric with
respect to the origin.
Since R(-k) = R(k) for k E R and the order of the matrix A in the realization

(1.6) is minimal, there exists a unique nonsingular i such that i A = A*i, i B =
C* and C = B* i, where the asterisk denotes the conjugate transpose. Then i is
selfadjoint, while

(J E9 (-i»£ = £*(i E9 (-i»

implies that the spectrum a(£) of £ is symmetric with respect to the real line. In
the generic case £ is nonsingular, whereas in the exceptional case £ has a double
zero eigenvalue.
The following well-known result [12, 32, 33] is needed to compute integrals of

the form (1.13) above. We will omit the proof.

Proposition 2.1 Let r(+) and r(-) be simple positively oriented Jordan contours
enclosing all of the eigenvalues of A and -A in the right and left half-plane,
respectively. and let

v = 21 , { dz(z-A)-IBC(z+A)-1
7f1 Jr<+l

= 2-1. { dz(z-A)-IBC(z+A)-I.
7f1 Jr<-l
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Then V maps the range of p~+) into the range of p~+), v· = rr;t)VJ~+) is the
unique solution ofthe matrix equation

A+V· +V· A+ = rr;t)BCJ~+)
where A+ = rr;t)AJ~+), and V is also given by (1.13).

C. Solution ofthe Marchenko Equation for x > 0

Reducing (1.8) with x > 0 to an integral equation for C/(x) = fooo
dz E(z; -A)

BB/(x, z), we find that the solution of (1.8) for x > 0 is given by

B/(x, y) =CE(2x + y; -A)A(x)-IB,

where A(x) given by (1.12) is nonsingular. Indeed, assuming A(x) singular would
lead to a solution of the homogeneous counterpart to (1.8), which contradicts
Theorem A.1. Using (1.5) and tx A(x)-l =: -A(x)-l(!x A(x»A(x)-I, we get
(1.11) for x > o.

D. Solution of the Marchenko Equation for x < 0

To solve (1.8), put

C/(x, y) = E(2x + y; -A)B +100 d,: E(2x + y + z; -A)BB/(x, z).

(2.2)

Then

(2.3)

and

(2.4)

C/(x, y) -100 dz E(2x +.Y + z; -A)BCC/(x, z)

=E(2x + y; -A)B, y > o.

For y > -2x we easily obtain (ajay)c/(x, y) = -AC/(x, y), where the entries
of C/ (x, y) are exponentially decreasing as y ~ +00. Hence,

C/(x, y) = E(2x + y; -A)w(x)

for some vector w(x) in the range of p~+) to be determined shortly.

Now consider (2.4) for 0 < y < -2x. Putting C/(x, y) = C/(x, -2x - y) and
using the identity [cf. (1.13)]

100 dz E(2x + z; -A)BCE(2x +z; -A)w(x) =Vw(x),
-2x
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we obtain the coupled system of integral equations
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(2.5a)

(2.5b)

C/(x, y) -1-2x dz E(y - z; -A)BCC/(x, z)

=E(2x + y; -A)B + E(y; -A)Vw(x);

C/(x, y) - i-2x

dz E(z - y; -A)BCC/(x, z)

= E(-y; -A)B+ E(-2x - y; -A)Vw(x),

where 0 < y < - 2x. As a result, we get

(2.6) i. [ ~/(x, y) ] = _£ [ ~/(x, y) ] ,

oy C/(x, y) C/(x, y)
0< y < -2x,

where £ is given by (2.1). Putting QA = P~+) EBP~-), one may write the boundary
conditions in the concise form

implying

Now note that the matrix (QA + (l - QA)e2x£) is nonsingular; otherwise the
homogeneous counterpart to the system (2.5) would have a nontrivial solution,
which would contradict Corollary A.2. As a result,

which implies

C,(x, y) ~ [I O]e-Y' (QA +(1 - QA)e"" )-' [ ; }Vw(x)-ptl8).
It remains to determine w(x). From (2.2) we derive the identity

C/(x, (-2x)+) - C/(x, (-2x)-) = E,
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which implies [with the help of P~+)w(x)=w(x) = C/(x, (-2x)+)]

w(x) = 13+ C/(x, (-2x)-)

B +II OJ(QAe-2.'£ + (l - QA))-I [ ~ ] (Vw(x) - p~-lB),

yielding

w(x) (I - [I O)(QAe-"£ + (1- QA»-I [~ ] V) -I

X (I -II O)(Q.4e-"£ + (l - QA))-I [ ~ ] Pt1) B,

where the inverse operator in the right-hand side exists. In fact, reasoning as
above, we see that the unique solvability of (1.8) [see Theorem A.I] implies the
nonsingularity ofthe twomatrices QA+(I - QA)e2xc and I -[I 0](QAe-2xc+
(I - QA»-l [ ~ Jv. Finally,

B/(x, 0+) =C[I O](QA + (I - QA)e2xc )-1 [ ~ ] (Vw(x) - pt)13),

(2.7)

yielding Q(x) = - 21x B/ (x, 0+), which de(:reases exponentially as x -+ -00.
We omit the rather cumbersome expression for Q(x) with x < O.
When R(k) is analytic in C+ and hence the matrix A in its realization (1.6) has

only eigenvalues in the open left half-plane, we have E(t; -A) = _e-tA for t < 0
and E(t; -A) = 0 for t > O. For x < 0 th(: Marchenko integral equation (1.8)
reduces to B/(x, y) = 0 for y > -2x and this leads to significant simplifications
in the above inversion algorithm. Defining C/(x, y) as in (2.2), we get (2.3) and

(2.8)

r-2x - y
C/(x, y) + 10 dze-(2x+y+z)A13CC/(x, z)

= _e-(2x+y)A13, (I < y < -2x.

Next we get the linear system of equations

C/(x, y) +i-2x
dz e(z-y)ABCC/(x, z)

C/(x, y) +iY
dz e(Y-z)A13CC/(x, z) =
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where 0 < y < -2x and C/(x, y) =C/(x, -2x - y). We then get the system of
differential equations (2.6) where C/(x, 0+) = C/(x, (-2x)-) = -B. Hence

(2.9)

where

(2.10)

Now note that the matrix [e2x[h I is nonsingular; otherwise one could construct a
nontrivial solution of the homogeneous counterpart of (2.8), which would contra
dict Corollary A.2. As a result,

[::] ~ [[''':l,i ~[,,,el~I[,,,el12] [=:].
Consequently,

B/(x,O+) CC/(x,O+)

= -C[I OJ [['''2'11 ~[,,,el,;I[,,,e!I2] [; ]B

= -([e2x£]i/U- [e2x£1I2)p, y).

Using (1.5) we finally obtain for x < 0

Q(x) = -4([e2x£]i/{[£e2x£hl[e2x£]i/U- [e2X£1I2) + [£e2x£]I2}p, y).

(2.11)

When R(k) is analytic in c- and hence the matrix A in (1.6) has its eigenvalues
in the open right half-plane, the situation is somewhat more complicated. For
x > 0, Q(x) is given by (l.ll). For x < 0 we define C/ (x, y) as in (2.2), and
derive (2.3) and the integral equation

C/(x, y) -100 dze-(2x+y+z)ABCC/(x, z)
max(O,-2x-y)

(2.12)

=Ie-(2x+y)AB, y > -2x

0, 0 < y < -2x.
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C/(x, y) _j-2X dz e-(2x+y+z)ABCC/(x, z)
-2x-y

= e-yAVw(x), 0 < y < -2x,

where V is given by (1.13). Putting C/(x, y) = C/(x, -2x - y) we find

C/(x, y)-iY
dz e(z-y)ABCC/(x, z) = e-yAVw(x),

C/(x, y) - i-2x
dz e(Y-z)ABCC/(x, z) = e(2x+y)AVw(x),

implying (2.6), where C/(x, 0+) = C/(x, (-2x)-) =Vw(x). We thus get (2.9),
where

Now note that the matrix [e2x£h2 is nonsingular; otherwise the homogeneous
counterpart of (2.12) would have a nontrivi.al solution, which would contradict
Theorem A.1. In that case

[:: ] ~ [ -1,2>'J;'lr,2>'hI 1,2>~J221 ] [; ] Vw(x).

Consequently, B/(x, 0+) = CC/(x, 0+) = V'i>(x), where

w(x) =C/(x, (-2x)-) = k + B = [e2x'~]22'(I - [e2x£h!)Vw(x) + B.

As a result, we obtain for x < 0

(2.13)
Q(x)

Vw(x) = U(x)B

= (I - V[e2x£]22'(I - [e2x£hd)-'B;

= 4U(x)V[e2x£]22'

([£e2x£h2[e2x£]22'(I - [e2x£h!) + [£e2x£h!JU(x)B,

where U(x) = (I - V[e2x£]22'(I - [e2x£hiOn-' is nonsingular; otherwise a
nonunique w(x) may result.
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We now present two illustrative examples.
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Example 2.1 Let R(k) = i~/(k + i1J) where 17 > 0 and 0 ::j=. ~ E [-1J, 1J). Then
Q(x) == 0 for x > O. Moreover, A = [-1J], B = [~] and C = [1]. Further,

_ [-1J -~]£- ,
~ 1J

so that £2 = y2 I with y = ')1J2 - ~2. Using the identity

I
sinh(yy)

eye = cosh(yy)I + y £, 0 < I~I < 1J

I+y£, ~=-17,

we get for 0 < I~ I < 1J

[

h )
sinh(yy)

cos (yy - 17 _-.:..:.....:~

eye =' y
~ sinh(yy)

y

_~ sinh(yy) ]
y

sinh(yy)
cosh(yy) + 17 Y

and for ~ = -1J, eye = [I - 17Y I +17Y ]. From (2.10) and using that
-1JY 17Y

C[(x, y) = B[(x, y) when x < 0, we get (2.9), where

[

h 2) sinh(2yx) sinh(2yx) ] [ ] [ ]cos ( y x - 1J -~ h I -~

Y Y =,
o I h2 -~

and therefore, as B[ (x, 0+) =hi, we get for 0 < I~ I < 1J and x < 0

Q(x)

-~[y -~sinh(-2yx)]

y cosh(-2yx) + 1J sinh(-2yx)'

- 4c 2~+1Jcosh(-2yx)+ysinh(-2yx) 2
- "y . 2 - ~8(x),

[y cosh(-2yx) + 1Jsmh(-2yx)]

where 8(x) is Dirac's delta function. For ~ = -1J we get hi = h2 = 1J and
B[(x, 0+) = 1J, so that Q(x) = 21Jo(x).

One may also compute Br(x, y) from (lAb), using the fact that (lAb) has a
separable kernel when x < O. As a result, we obtain

~ye-Y(Y-2x)

Br(x, y) = 2 .
1J + Y - ~e yx

We find the same potential Q(x), because B[(x, y) + Br(x, y) = 1J - y for x < O.
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Example 2.2 Let R(k) = ~r,z /(e + rh where TJ > 0 and 0 .:p ~ E [-I, 1) and
bound states are absent. Then

[
TJ 0] TJ~ [ I] ~ [I 0]A = , B = -- , C= [1 I], 1) = -- ,
o -TJ 2 -I 4 0 0

while R(z) = (~TJ/2)e-1)lzl. For x > 0 we easily solve (1.4a) and obtain

Letting £24 be the matrix obtained from thl~ 4 x 4 unit matrix by interchanging
the second and fourth columns, we obtain

~/2 ~/2 0

~/2 0 ~/2
£24££24 = TJT~ = TJ

-~/2 0 -I -~/2

° -~/2 -~/2 -I

(2.14)

where for a~ = ..jI"+1, b~ = .Jf=1 and j = 0, I, 2, ...

Applying the similarity ~ ([ _ ~ ~] E9 [ _ ~ ~]) to (2.14), we find

Til + T44 TIl - [,14 Tn - T24 Tn + T24

eye = ~
T11 - T44 TIl + [,14 T13 + T24 T13 - T24

2 -T13 + T24 -T13 - T:~4 T33 + T22 T33 - T22

-T13 - T24 -T13 + T:!4 T33 - T22 T33 + T22
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where
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(
~) sinh(Y1Ja~)

Tll = cosh(Y1Ja~) + I + - ,
2 a~

(
~) sinh(Y1Jb~)

T22 = cosh(Y1Jb~) + I - - ,
2 b~

~ sinh(Y1Ja~)

Tl3 = -2 '
a~

(
~) sinh(Y1Jb~)

T44 = cosh(Y1Jb~) - 1-2: b~ ;

(
~) sinh(Y1Ja~)

T33 = cosh(Y1Ja~) - 1+ 2: a~ ;

~ sinh(Y1Jb~)

T24 = 2" b~ '

and the y-dependence has not been written. Using QA = diag (l, 0, 0, 1) and
I - QA = diag (0, 1, 1,0), we obtain the invertibility of the matrix

QA + (I - QA)e2x£

(2.15)

1(TII - T44)

1(-TI3 + T24)

o

o
1(TII + T44)

-1(TI3 + T24)

o

o

1(TI3 + T24)

1(T33 + T22)

o

o
1(TI3 - T24)

1(T33 - T22)

1

where Iij = Iij (2x), because the determinant of the 2 x 2 middle block

1 [ sinh(2xTJa~) Sinh(2XTJb~)]
D.(x, TJ, ~) = - cosh(2xTJa~) cosh(2xTJb~) + > O.

2 ~~

Writing [S(x, TJ, ~mj=1 for the inverse of the matrix in (2.15), we obtain

B/(x,O+) = [1 1]

[

SII (x, TJ, n + SI3(x, TJ, n SI2(x, TJ,~) + SI4(X, TJ,~) ] [ [h(x)lI ] ,

S21 (x, TJ, n+ S23(X, TJ,~) S22(X, TJ,~) + S24(X, TJ,~) [h(x)]z

where hex) = Vw(x) - pt)B. Since Sll = 1and Sl2 = SI3 = Sl4 = 0, we get

~-4" (l + S21(X, TJ,~) + S23(X, T], n) [w(x)lI

TJ~-2 (S22 (x , TJ, n + S24(X, TJ, n),

where it suffices to compute the first component [w(x)lI ofw(x). Then Q(x) will
follow using (1.9) for x < O. Since R(k) = 0(1/ k) as k --+ 00, there will not
be any delta function terms in the potential [15]. We omit the rather cumbersome
computation of [w(x)lI.
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i = 1, ... ,N.

3 Solution of the Inverse Problem with Bound States

A. Preliminaries

Let the (simple) poles of T(k) occur at iKj,. let the corresponding residues and
bound state constants be tj and Cj (j = L ... ,N), and let KI > ... > KN.

Considering T(k) on the positive imaginary axis where T(k) -+ I as k -+

+ioo, T(k) = T(-k) E Rand -itj = limK~Kj (K - Kj)T(iK), we see that

(-1)j-I(-itj) > O,sinceforeverypoleiKj,Kj is a sign changeofK r+ I/T(iK).

Further, !I(iKj, x) = e-KjX + 0(1) as x ....,. +00, !r(iKjX) = eKjX + 0(1) as
x -+ -00, Cj = !r(iKj, X)/!I(iKj, x) and the fact that !t(iKj, x) has j - 1
simple zeros (which follows from the usual oscillation theorems [14]), imply that
(-I)j-l cj > 0. Consequently,

(3.1) dj = -itjCj > 0, j = 1, ... ,N.

B. Marchenko Equation for Reflectionless Potentials

When R(z) == 0, (1.4a) reduces to
N

Bt(x, y) = - L dje-(2x+Y)Kj[1 + Uj(x)],

j=1

where

(3.2)

~ {Oi' + dje-
2xKjIU '(x) = _~ d·_e-_2_XK_j

L..J ] K' +K'] L..J ] Ki + K]"j=1 I] j=1

We now easily see that (dje-2Kj /(Ki + Kj»{~=1 is similar to the real symmetric
matrix M (x) with entries

f(['T.d. o-(K,+KJ)X
'lUlU] '.

[M(x)]ij = ---
Ki +Kj

This matrix is positive semidefinite, because for every ~ = (~I, ... , ~N) E CN

N 2

(M(x)~,~) =i OO

dz L ~iP; e-Ki(Z+X) ?: 0.
i=1

Hence (3.2) is uniquely solvable and

N
Bt(x, y) = L Jdidj e-KiYe-(Ki+Kj)X[(l + M(x»-I]ij.

i,j=1
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Consequently,

Q(x) = 2;~l Jd;dj ,-('I+'i» + {(K; +Kj)[(1 + M(x»-I]1j

+[(I +M(x»-l (:x M(X») (I +M(X»-IL I·
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(3.3)

C. Formalism and Solution of the Marchenko Equation

The integral kernel function St(z) can be written in the form (1.14), where .4, 13
~. ~ T ~ T

and C are gIVen by (1.15), fJ = [fJ - dl ... - dN] and y = [yl ... 1] , and
dl' ... , dN are positive constants [ef. (3.1)]. Then

pX) = p1+) EEl leN, p~-) = pt) EElOeN .

We define Das in the statement of Theorem 1.2. With these definitions, one can
repeat Subsections 2.c and 2.d when there are N bound states, where A, B, C, D,
fJ and y are to be replaced by .4, 13, C, D, ~ and y, respectively. As there is no
conceptual problem, it will not be discussed at great length.
We limit ourselves to a few remarks. Instead of(1.8), we now have theMarchenko

equation

Bt(X,y)-l°O dzCE(2x+y+z;-A)BBt(x,z)

=CE(2x + y; -.4)13, y > 0,

where the potential Q(x) follows from (1.9). When x > 0, (3.3) has a separable
kernel and its solution Bt(x, y) and the corresponding potential Q(x) are given in
the statement ofTheorem 1.2. On the other hand, when x < 0, the solution of(3.3)
for y = 0+ is given by (2.7), where A, B, C, and D are to be replaced by .4, 13,
C, and D, respectively; these replacements are also to be made in the expressions
for [ [thus converting (2.1) into (3.4) below], QA and w(x). The potential Q(x)
follows by applying (1.9). When x < °and R(k) is analytic in C-, the solution
of (3.3) for y =0+ and the potential Q(x) are given by

Bt(x,O+) = (1- D[e2X£]221(l- [e2X£hl))-IB;

Q(x) 4U(x)D[e2x£]221

([Ee 2x£h2[e2x£]221(I - [e2x£hl) + [Ee2x£hdU(x)B,
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r. _ -r-l (H)JM (H)-r
I-p-.r 1T+ p't"+.r,

where (Mph)(k) = p(k)h(k) is the operatm of multiplication by p(k) = J~oo

dt e-ikt p<t). By Nehari's theorem [30, 31],

When x < 0 and R(k) is analytic in C+, one does not find an expression analogous
to (2.11), because Ahas eigenvalues in both the left and the right half-plane.

Appendix A. WeU-posedness of the Marchenko Equations

The main result of the Appendix is well-known [16,18]. We give a short proof.
For real pEL 1(R+), define

(Lpf)(y) =i oo

dz p(y + z)/(z).

Then L p is a compact operator on each of the Banach spaces LP(R+) (I :::
p ::: +00) and on BC([O, +00)), the space of bounded continuous complex
valued functions on [0, +00) with supremum norm. Moreover, Lpmaps LOO(R+)

into BC([O, +00)). Let H~(R) be the closed subspaces of LP(R) consisting of
those LP-functions that have an analytic continuation to C± (cf. [25]). Then
H.~(R) E9 H~(R) = LP(R) (l < p < +oc), where the direct sum is orthogonal

when p =2. Letting T~H) : Hi, (R) --+ L2(lR.) denote the natural embeddings and

1T~H) : L 2(R) --+ Hi,(R) the orthogonal projections, (Fh)(k) = J~oodteikth(t)
the Fourier transform, and (Jh)(k) = h(-k) the sign inversion, we have on
L 2(R+)

(A.I)

The following result implies the unique solvability of the Marchenko equa
tions (1.4a) and (lAb) on a variety of function spaces.

Theorem A.I On the Banach spaces BC([O, +00)) and LP(R+) (I ::: p :::
+00), the integral operators with real symmetric kernels S/(2x + y + z) and
Sr(-2x + y + z) have their eigenvalues in the interval (-1, +00).

Proof: Without bound states, IR(k)1 < I forO::: k E RandR(O) E [-I, I) imply
that IR(k) + 6'1 < I for k E R for some suitable 6' ~ 0 not depending on k. Then
(A.!) implies that L p is a strict contraction on L2(R+). Since dl, ... , dN > 0,

the integral kernel with kernel L~l dje-' ICj (2x+H z) is positive selfadjoint on

L 2(R+). Hence, when bound states are taken into account, L S has its eigenvalues
in (-I, +00). The proof for LSr is similar. I
A simple Fredholm argument yields the same results in any of the other function

spaces mentioned above. 0
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Corollary A.2 Let c > O. On the Banach spaces U(O, c) (l ~ p ~ +00) and
~C([O, cD, the integral operators with real symmetric kernels S/(2x + y + z) and
Sr(-2x + y + z) have their eigenvalues in the interval (-I, +00).

Proof: Let re : L 2(0, c) -+ L 2(R+) denote the natural embedding and ne :

L 2(R+) -+ L 2(0, c) the orthogonal projection. Then these integral operators
can be written as neLs re and neLs, re , respectively, and hence when adding the
identity one gets positi~e selfadjoint operators.
A simple Fredholm argument again yields the same results in any of the other
Banach spaces of functions on (0, c). 0
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